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Abstract—We analyze far-field Rayleigh and tsunami waves generated by the 1998 Papua New Guinea

(PNG) earthquake. Using the normal mode theory and Thomson-Haskell matrix formalism we calculate

synthetic mareograms of oceanic surface waves excited by finite-dimensional line source and propagated in

a flat, multilayered oceanic structure. Assuming that the source of destructive sea waves was the main

shock of the PNG event and based on the expression for seismic wave displacement in the far-field zone, we

compute the energy of the seismic and tsunami waves and the Ez /Ets ratio. The results of our modeling are

generally consistent with those obtained empirically for events with magnitude 7. Also, treating the results

of a submarine slide as a single solitary wave and using the theoretical arguments of STRIEM and MILOH

(1976) we estimate the energy of the tsunami induced by a landslide. The difference between the energy of

the seismic tsunami and of the aseismic one is about one order of magnitude.

The results of our theoretical modeling show that surface sea waves in the far-field zone account well

for seismic origin, although additional tsunami energy from a landslide source could be required to explain

the local massive tsunami in the Sissano Lagoon.

Key words: Tsunami, Rayleigh waves, far-field zone, seismic origin, point and distributed source,

submarine slump, energy estimation.

1. Introduction

Seismicity and Historical Tsunamis along the North Coast of New Guinea

Since the onset of our understanding of tectonic evolution history, the region of

the southwest Pacific in the vicinity of the New Guinea landmass has widely been

regarded as one of the most tectonically complex areas of the world. The complicated

convergent Australian-Pacific plate boundary which results in a high frequency of

earthquakes makes Papua New Guinea (PNG) and its environs a particularly

important region for consideration from a tectonic point of view. Present GPS

observations (PUNTODEWO et al., 1994) show that the oblique convergence between
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the north Bismark microplate and the Pacific plate is highly partitioned between

thrusting at the New Guinea trench and at the inland thrust belts, and strike-slip at

the inland faults. Estimating plate tectonic motions in PNG from GPS data,

TREGONING et al. (1998) have noted that up to four minor plates (South and North

Bismarck Plates, Solomon Sea Plate, Woodlark Plate) may be trapped in the collision

in response to the convergence of the two major plates, namely the Australian and

Pacific. On the other hand, PNG and its surrounding areas also comprise a region of

both active and dormant volcanoes and of intense and frequent earthquake activity

at all depths. Analyzing the seismic activity, focal mechanisms and earthquake

epicenter distribution in western New Guinea, SENO and KAPLAN (1988) have found

that near the junction of the transform fault in the Bismarck Sea with the New

Guinea coast, both thrust-type and strike-slip-type mechanisms can occur. Thrust-

type mechanisms with additional strike-slip components may represent underthrust-

ing of the Bismarck plate beneath the New Guinea landmass. The strike-slip events

show left-lateral motion between the north and south Bismarck plates.

The location of Papua New Guinea within one of the most tectonically complex

regions in the world makes this area highly vulnerable to tsunamis. Unfortunately,

very few historical tsunamis have been documented in this area. Possibly though one

of the strongest tsunamis was excited by the earthquake of magnitude 8.0 (Ms) in

1873 which effected the northeastern coast of the island (SOLOVIEV and GO, 1974).

The lack of quantitative data for this event makes further analysis impossible. On

December 15, 1907, magnitude 7 an earthquake generated a tsunami which hit the

area west of Aitape. On September 20, 1935 near the northern shoreline in almost the

same area as the 1998 event, an earthquake with magnitude 7.9 struck creating

seismic sea waves. However, no tsunami intensity values or run-up heights are

available in the database. To the east of the present (1998) event, 4-meter waves were

observed after a magnitude 7.0 earthquake on October 31, 1970 near Madang. The

1998 PNG earthquake occurred as a result of high seismic activity at the plate

boundary between the north Bismarck microplate (its existence and location to the

north of PNG was proposed by JOHNSON and MOLNAR, 1972) and the Australian

plate. This boundary lies along the New Guinea Trench which accommodated active

southward subduction, according to the seismic profile near the 1998 earthquake

epicenter, as presented by HAMILTON (1979) (Fig. 1). In conjunction with this

earthquake a massive tsunami was generated with maximum heights of 10 m and in

some case 15 m concentrated on the 30-km coastal area of Papua New Guinea.

Attempts at Numerical Simulation of the PNG Tsunami

The main shock of the PNG event was originally considered to be the immediate

origin of the massive tsunami wave, which struck the Sissano Lagoon with a

maximum run-up of 15 m. From this point of view, numerous attempts have been

made to answer two related questions. For one, what was the reason for such
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tsunami concentration in the Sissano region? Secondly, is an additional source such

as a sediment slump necessary to explain tsunami amplitudes in the near and far-field

zones?

Based on a near-field tsunami numerical simulation MATSUYAMA et al. (1999)

have shown that a factor responsible for the tsunami concentration in the Sissano

region was the bathymetry of the area. Their 2-D numerical model includes both the

attenuating effects of geometric spreading and the focusing effects of lateral changes

in bathymetry off the Sissano Lagoon. A steep reverse fault has been suggested as the

tsunamigenic source. Using a mid-slope source location for the earthquake, the

authors have predicted a maximum run-up of 8 m. They also have performed a

simulation for a low-angle reverse fault to evaluate it as a probable tsunami source.

However, the numerical experiment has demonstrated that this seismic source is

capable of generating a tsunami when accompanied by a large underwater landslide.

Another near-field study of locally destructive tsunamis, however, provides

evidence favoring an aseismic origin. HEINRICH et al. (2001) have carried out a finite-

difference landslide and tsunami simulation in the near-field zone based on a shallow-

water approximation. In their model, water waves were generated by sea-bottom

displacements induced by a landslide. The landslide was treated as a flow of a

homogeneous gravity-driven continuum governed by a rheological law. 2-D

simulation results confirmed that the PNG tsunami was likely caused by a deep

Figure 1

Major plates in the southwest Pacific in the vicinity of New Guinea (after Hamilton, 1979).
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(with its top located at a water depth of 550 m) and large (4 km3 volume) submarine

landslide sliding with a Coulomb-type friction law over a 5-km distance. This

scenario is analogous to other historical events, e.g., 1994 in Skagway Harbor in

Alaska, and 1929 in Grand Banks. In the case of the Grand Banks event, an

earthquake that occurred near the continental margin triggered a submarine

landslide, which consequently caused a tsunami.

For teleseismic tsunami modeling, TANIOKA (1999) has adopted the linear

Boussinesq equations with Coriolis forcing and solved them numerically using a

finite-difference scheme. His results favor a steeply dipping reverse fault as a source

and the occurrence of the PNG earthquake within a small accreationary prism near

the New Guinea Trench.

According to the analysis of seismic data for the PNG event, the difference

between the tsunami magnitude (Mt), as determined from tide-gauge data at long

distance, and the one of the earthquake (Ms), was about 0.4. ABE (1979) quantified

earthquakes accompanied by tsunamis with a discrepancy in terms of the surface

wave magnitude and tsunami magnitude scales of about 0.5 as the class of tsunami

earthquakes (KANAMORI, 1972). Tsunami earthquakes have common features

(SATAKE and TANIOKA, 1999). First the coseismic slip is concentrated on a narrow,

shallow region near the trench axis. Secondly, this region is located beneath an

accretionary wedge and it is limited on the order of 10 km extent below the ocean

bottom.

From the first point of view, the analysis of seismic data together with the

geomorphology of the epicentral region favors the PNG event being classified as

the tsunami earthquake type. Additionally, with regard to tsunami earthquake

classification, NEWMAN and OKAL (1998) have identified the parameter of

"slowness" using the ratio between high-frequency energy E and low-frequency

seismic moment M0. For typical tsunami earthquakes such as the 1992 Nicaragua

event, the value of the slowness parameter is equal to )6.30, and in fact for the

1994 Java event it was estimated as )6.01. Following Newman and Okal’s

procedure KAWATA et al. (1999) and later SYNOLAKIS et al. (2002) have estimated

this parameter for the PNG main shock event (= )5.67) and the aftershock (=

)4.67) and finally concluded that the PNG earthquake was not the case of slow

released energy. The possibility of slow rupture during the PNG event has also

been discussed by KIKUCHI et al. (1999). Based on the teleseismic body P- and S-

wave record analysis and the empirical relations between the source duration s
and seismic moment M0, the authors estimated the M0/s

3 ratio and found that it

was well within the range for ordinary earthquakes. Thus, their analysis has also

precluded the notion of slow rupture as the probable origin of the PNG

destructive seismic sea waves. As concerns a tsunami source they have suggested a

high-angle dip-slip fault. However, their research does not exclude the possibility

of an additional source such as an aseismic submarine landslide. This possibility

was also not rejected in the study of GEIST (2000). Using the 1-D analytical
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N-wave run-up law for a deep water source, he has predicted run-ups of between 5

and 9 m, which consequently would indicate that a significant tsunami would have

been generated in the case of the PNG earthquake. He has, however, emphasized

that the PNG event is likely neither a result of a pure seismic source nor due to a

pure slump source. His conclusion, therefore, was that the earthquake origin of

the PNG tsunami is consistent with some Pacific tide gauge records (in particular

in Japan), although additional tsunami energy from a landslide source might be

necessary to explain local tsunami amplitudes in the Sissano Lagoon.

Submarine Slump as a Probable Tsunami Origin of the PNG Event

There are differences between tsunamis generated by a coseismic seafloor displace-

ment (class ‘‘a’’) and those generated by a submarine sediment slump (class ‘‘b’’). The

first is with respect to wavelengths and periods. Tsunamis belonging to class ‘‘a’’ are

usually characterized by wavelengths of 20 to 100 km and periods of between 20 and

80 min, whereas landslide-generated tsunamis have much shorter wavelengths of

about 1–10 km and periods of 1 to 5 min. The second distinction between the two

classes of tsunami concerns the influence of frequency dispersion during wave

propagation. It is negligible for tectonically-generated tsunamis (since its amplitude

decays slowly), while slump-generated sea waves attenuate quickly due to the

frequency dispersion of deep water.

Underwater landslides are a common source of small-scale tsunamis in coastal

areas. The most common reason for a submarine slide is an oversteepening of a slope

or liquefaction of sediment. The slides can flow some hundreds of meters, even

kilometers, over gentle slopes (as low as 1�–2�), and transport large amounts of soil

and sand. In order for a slump to generate a tsunami with heights of 10 to 15 m, it

must be huge (tens of kilometers wide and hundreds of meters thick). Nevertheless,

there have been several instances of large water waves which were generated by

underwater landslides. Among them are such events as the 1929 Grand Banks

(HASEGAWA and KANAMORI, 1987), 1956 Amorgos, Greece (AMBRASEYS, 1960) and

1975 Kalapana, Hawaii (EISSLER and KANAMORI, 1987).

In the case of the PNG event slump features have been identified. Using

seismic reflection data, SWEET et al. (1999) have precisely mapped their presence,

structure and geometry. The investigation of the seafloor morphology reveals the

appearance of an amphitheater as a result of slumping. Futher, it was established

by marine surveys that the submarine slump was composed of cohesive sediments

and bedrock, sliding a few kilometers without large disturbances. In particular

TAPPIN et al. (1999, 2000) have well documented the following: ‘‘The southern

(headwall) slope of the amphitheater itself shows collapse features in both

bedrock and cohesive sediment. At the foot of the headwall scarp is fresh fissuring

in cohesive sediment. The southern margin of the upraised block shows recent

faulting, talus debris slopes, and headwall collapse.’’ Based on these findings’
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data, the landslide volume covers an area of approximately 5 km by 3 km, with a

maximum thickness of 450 m. The volume is located at water depths between 550

and 1500 m on a 15� slope.

Although this evidence supports the hypothesis of the occurrence of a slide at

some point in the past, there is no particular evidence to suggest exactly when it

happened. Not to be ignored however is that MATSUYAMA et al. (1999), in

analyzing the epicenteral area of the PNG earthquake, have noted that the shelf

along the north coast of Papua New Guinea is narrow, and fluvial sediments

continually escape to the continental slope and beyond. The high sediment flux

offshore may in fact allow a large thickness of sediment to accumulate. Thick

sediment combined with the steep, active margin setting make this region

particularly susceptible to submarine landslides. Even so, from these authors’ point

of view there is no particular evidence for such a well-defined large slump that

would have created a tsunami with a maximum run-up of 10–15 m in this area. In

keeping with this, IWABUCHI (2000) has shown that no recent turbidities can be

recognized from piston core samples on the lobe of the presumed landslide and

that the geomorphological features of this landslide are not recent.

SYNOLAKIS et al. (2002) have presented undoubtedly one of the most

interesting and complete analysis in favor of aseismic origin of PNG tsunami.

Analyzing the tsunami amplitudes and timing, based on available bathymetric and

seismic images, the authors have strongly supported the scenario of the generation

of the PNG tsunami by a large underwater slump at 09.02 GMT. The delay of

13 min between the main shock and the initiation of the slump they have

attributed to the nucleation of failure in the sedimentary mass. According to their

final conclusion there is no model of seismic dislocation for the generation of the

tsunami which would be compatible with the full set of available seismological

observations, with morphological and structural observations from the shipboard

surveys, and with the timing of the wave at the shore, as reconstructed from

survivor interviews.

In summarizing the facts described above, it is reasonable for us to conclude

that an exact mechanism for the generation of destructive PNG tsunamis remains

debatable. Evidence based solely on eyewitness accounts observation can be taken

as favoring the slump tsunami generation theory. Of particular interest too is the

delay of about 10 min between the main shock and the tsunami arrival at Sissano.

The coast was effected about 20 min after the main shock, but in fact, the travel

time of seismic water waves is only about 10 min from a source located 20 km

offshore Sissano. Thus, a tsunami from the area at the foot of the slump would

probably take 10 minutes to strike the nearest shore zone. In the case of seismic

tsunami generation a fault would be expected to create a wave almost

immediately. However, it is interesting to note there is another explanation for

tsunami arrival time at Sissano proposed by RIPPER and LETZ (1999). Employing

the survey’s field reports and seismograph data, they tracked the PNG earthquake
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and considered it was a doublet of magnitude 7 and the Sissano tsunami followed

the second main earthquake within 5–10 minutes. Therefore, the tsunami

arrival time at Sissano can be explained by both fault and slump-generated

mechanisms.

In this paper we present an analytical model to study surface sea waves (Rayleigh

and tsunami) generated by an underwater earthquake. The effect of different source

scenarios on seismic sea waves is one focus of this study. The other deals with energy

estimation of both a fault- and of a slump-generated tsunami. Surface-sea waves

propagating in multilayered oceanic media are treated using the normal mode theory

and THOMSON (1950) and HASKELL (1953) matrix formalism.

2. Statement of the Problem

The statement of the problem is similar to that described in NOVIKOVA et al.

(2002). Here, therefore, we only briefly review the main points of the theory. The

model used to study tsunami and Rayleigh wave far-field propagation assumes

two homogeneous, isotropic layers overlying a homogeneous half-space. A

superficial layer of uniform thickness H is assumed to be a compressible

nonviscid liquid. Between the liquid and the half-space, there is a layer of hard

sediments.

In such a system the equations of motion are written in the linear theory

approximation (POD’’YAPOL’SKY, 1968, 1970; GUSIAKOV, 1975):

k0r div u� q0gêz div u ¼ q0

@2u

@t2
at 0 < z < H ; ð1Þ

and

km þ 2lmð Þr div u� lmcurlðcurl uÞ ¼ qm
@2u

@t2
at z > H : ð2Þ

Here cf is the velocity of the acoustic wave in the liquid layer; k0, km and lm and q0,

qm are the Lamé parameters and densities of the liquid and solid medium,

respectively; ui ¼ Ui; 0;Wið Þ is the displacement vector (i = 0 for the liquid layer, i =

1 for the sedimentary layer and i= 2 for the half-space), g is gravity; x is the angular

frequency; êz is the unit normal vector and z is the depth from the free surface

(positive downwards).

The boundary conditions to be satisfied are as follows: The vanishing of

pressure at the surface of the liquid layer; the continuity of normal component

displacement and stress and the vanishing of shear stress at the liquid-solid

interface; the continuity of two displacement and stress components at the solid-

solid interface; and the vanishing of the displacement at z fi ¥.
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3. Solution

We seek the solution to the motion equations in the form of the plane wave

propagating in the horizontal direction of increasing x with frequency x and phase

velocity c and the amplitude decreasing exponentially in the positive downward z

direction in the half-space:

uiðx; z;x; tÞ ¼ viðz;xÞ exp ix t � x=cð Þ½ �: ð3Þ

With (3) substituted into equations (1) and (2) and the boundary condition at z

fi ¥ introduced, the wave amplitudes as a function of depth yield:

U0ðz;xÞ ¼
ic2f
xc
�A0 exp �g02z=cf

� �
þ B0 exp �g01z=cf

� �� �
; ð4Þ

and

W0ðz;xÞ ¼ �
cf

x2
�g01A0 exp �g02z=cf

� �
þ g02B0 exp �g01z=cf

� �� �
ð5Þ

for the liquid layer, where:

g01 ¼ �xc� g=2cf ; ð6Þ

and

g02 ¼ xc� g=2cf ð7Þ

c2 ¼
c2f
c
� 1þ g2

4c2f x2
; ð8Þ

for the sedimentary layers:

U1ðz;xÞ ¼
ia21
xc

C1 exp �xa1z=a1ð Þ þ D1 exp xa1z=a1ð Þð Þ

� ib1b1

x
E1 exp �xb1z=b1ð Þ þ F1 exp xb1z=b1ð Þð Þ ð9Þ

W1ðz;xÞ ¼
a1a1

x
C1 exp �xa1z=a1ð Þ þ D1 exp xa1z=a1ð Þð Þ

� b2
1

xc
E1 exp �xb1z=b1ð Þ þ F1 exp xb1z=b1ð Þð Þ; ð10Þ

and for the half-space,

U2ðz;xÞ ¼
ia22
xc

C2 exp �xa2ðz� HÞ=a2ð Þ � ib2b2

x
E2 exp �xb2ðz� HÞ=b2ð Þ; ð11Þ

and

W2ðz;xÞ ¼
a2a2
x

C2 exp �xa2ðz� HÞ=a2ð Þ � b2
2

xc
E2 exp �xb2ðz� HÞ=b2ð Þ; ð12Þ
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where

a21;2 ¼
i 1� a2

1;2=c2
� �1=2

if c > a1;2

a2
1;2=c2 � 1

� �1=2
if c < a1;2

ða ¼ compressional wave velocityÞ ð13Þ

b2
1;2 ¼

i 1� b2
1;2=c2

� �1=2
if c > b1;2

b2
1;2=c2 � 1

� �1=2
if c < b1;2

ðb ¼ shear-wave velocityÞ: ð14Þ

The system of boundary conditions comprises a number of homogeneous

equations with unknown coefficients. To determine these later, the periodic equation

has to be solved. The Thomson-Haskell technique is used here to construct the

dispersion function. The idea of the method is the creation of the layer matrices that

relate the components of motion at one interface in a layered structure to those at the

next. The product of these layer matrices then relates the components of motion at

the deepest interface to those at the free surface, and in the final stage, this layer-

matrix product is then used to construct the dispersion function.

In the final form the dispersion equation can be written as follows (HASKELL,

1953):

Dðx; cÞ ¼ H11T12 � H12T11 ¼ 0: ð15Þ

The components of the matrices H and T as well as the details of the solution of

the dispersion equation are given in NOVIKOVA et al. (2002).

4. Tsunami and Rayleigh Waves from Point and Distributed Source

To derive the expression for the displacement of a stationary surface wave

excited by a point source in the homogeneous half-space, we follow the theory of

surface waves in the vertically inhomogeneous media as developed by LEVSHIN

(1978), KEILIS-BOROK (1989). It is based on the expansion of the solution into

eigenfunctions of the boundary problem. In the context of this approach, the

spectrum of displacement in an interference wave (Rayleigh and Love) can be

expressed as a product of four factors. The first is the complex constant, while the

second describes the effect of geometric divergence of the energy flow on wave

propagation. The third term depends on the depth of the receiver, and the final one

depends on the source parameters, i.e., on the depth, focal mechanism and the

radiation spectrum.

In the far-field approximation of this theory, the expression of displacement in a

surface wave generated by the point source at the depth h in the solid earth is the

following:
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uðr;u;x; tÞ ¼ exp �ip=4ð Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
8p
p exp ix t � r=cð Þð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xr=c

p
Uðz;xÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cu0I0
p Qvðh;u;xÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

cu0I0
p ; ð16Þ

where Uðz;xÞ ¼ Uðz;xÞer þ W ðz;xÞez, Qvðh;u;xÞ ¼ mrsðxÞBrsðh;u;xÞ is the exci-

tation function; mrs(x) is the spectrum of the seismic moment tensor; and Brs(h,u,x)

is a tensor which can be expressed via the eigenfunctions U(z,x) andW(z,x) and their

derivatives and which depend on the axis orientation of the source ðuÞ;
I0 ¼

R1

0

qðzÞ U 2ðz;xÞ þ W 2ðz;xÞ
� �

dz represents the energy; u0 is the group velocity.

For a dipolar point source with arbitrary elements BEN-MENAHEM and HARKRIDER

(1964) have given the expression for the term which represents the azimuthal

dependence of the excitation factor:

vðh; hÞ ¼ d0 þ i d1 sin hþ d2 cos hð Þ þ d3 sin 2hþ d4 cos 2h; ð17Þ

where di are

d0 ¼
1

21
sin k sin 2dBðhÞ; d1 ¼ � sin k cos 2dCðhÞ; d2 ¼ � cos k cos dCðhÞ;

d3 ¼ cos k sin dAðhÞ; d4 ¼ �
1

2
sin k sin 2dAðhÞ;

where h is the source depth, h is the angle between the strike of the fault and the

direction epicenter-station measured counter-clockwise, and d, k are the dip and rake

angles, respectively. Depth-dependent factors through the eigenfunctions are as

follows:

AðhÞ ¼ �i
x
c

UðhÞ;

BðhÞ ¼ �i
x
c

UðhÞ 3� 4
b2ðhÞ
a2ðhÞ

� 	
� 2

@W
@z






h
�i

x
c

UðhÞ 1� 2
b2ðhÞ
a2ðhÞ

� �� 	
;

CðhÞ ¼ @U
@z






h
�i

x
c

W ðhÞ; ð18Þ

where a and b are the P- and S-wave velocities.

To estimate the source radiation function, some value of the seismic moment M0

and its spectrum F(x) must be assumed. We assume values of the radiation function

up to the factor M0 and for the azimuth along which seismic radiation is maximal.

Thus,

F ðxÞ ¼ 1

ix ixs0 þ 1ð Þ ; ð19Þ

where s0 is the rise time.

In the present study we consider, using the above mentioned mathematical

derivations for the point source, a finite-dimensional line source (rupture extending
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over a long fault). This can be modeled by a set of point sources, uniformly

distributed along the fault and moving along it at a constant velocity. For

calculations we ignore the two-dimensionality of the fault.

When rupture propagates in an azimuth different from the strike of the fault,

there is an additional influence of the effect on the excitation coefficients of the

variation in depth introduced by the up- or down-dip component of the rupture

propagation vector. Taking it into account, we can possibly see changes in the

directivity factor for two conjugate faults.

With the relation between the moment tensor (M) and the moment density tensor

(m) in the form

Mpq ¼
Z

L

mpq dL ð20Þ

the normalized excitation function in the case of the finite-dimensional line source

becomes:

eQvðh;x;uÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cu0I0
p ¼

ZL0

0

mðx; LÞ exp �ixL
1

V
� cos a

c

� �� 	
Qv h1;x;u
� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cu0I0
p dL; ð21Þ

where h1 ¼ h0 � L sin/ is the change of the depth with rupture propagation; moment

density
RL0

0

mðx; LÞ dL ¼ M0ðxÞ; L0 is the fault length; V is the velocity of the rupture

propagation; c is the phase velocity; / is the angle between the rupture and its

horizontal projection (itself a function of the dip of the fault and the difference of

horizontal azimuth between rupture and fault strike; L 1
V � cos a

c

� �
is the rupture time; a

is the azimuth of the station with respect to the fault strike. This angle should be

calculated taking into account that rupture propagates in an azimuth different from

the strike of the fault.

Given that the earthquake rupture velocity V is typically about 80% ± 10% of

the shear velocity, based on the standard definitions of seismic moment along with

empirical observations (BILEK and LAY, 1999), formula (21) can be rewritten in the

following form:

eQvðh;x;uÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cu0I0
p ¼

ZL0

0

mðx; LÞ exp �ixL
1

0:8
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l=q

p � cos a
c

 !" #
Qv h1;x;u
� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cu0I0
p dL; ð22Þ

where l and q are the rigidity and rock density, respectively. Since the PNG

earthquake was not the case of a slow rupturing event (SYNOLAKIS et al. 2002), the

formula VðruptureÞ ¼ 0:8 Vs can be justly used for calculations.
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5. Energy of Surface Wave

The energy of a tsunami wave is estimated as the total energy flux through a

cylindrical surface. Taking into account the Parseval theorem considered, it can be

written in the frequency domain as:

E ¼ 1

2p

Z Z

S

r du dz
Z1

0

qx2 uðr;u;xÞj j2

2
u0 dx; ð23Þ

where u0 — is the group velocity; r—is the horizontal distance from the source; u —is

the azimuth angle; and s —is the surface of half-infinite cylinder with radius r and

axis z = 0 so that ds ¼ rdu dz.
With (16) substituted into (23), one reasons that the expression for the energy of

surface waves is obtained as follows:

E ¼ 1

16p

Z1

0

xQ̂
2ðh;xÞ

cu0I0
dx; ð24Þ

where

Q
K
ðh;xÞ ¼ 1

2p

Z2p

0

Qðh;x;uÞ du and I0 ¼
Z

qðzÞ Uðz;xÞ2 þ W ðz;xÞ2
h i

dz:

Since the characteristic rise time in the source s0, which depends on M0, appears

in the integrand in the formula for tsunami energy, the latter will also depend on M0;

however, it will not be proportional to the square of seismic moment.

5a. Empirical Approach to Tsunami Energy Estimation

Tsunami energy depends not only on the magnitude of an earthquake but also on

the conditions of tsunami generation and propagation. Focal depth, water depth at

the epicenter, rupture velocity and amount of vertical displacement of the sea bottom

may all effect the generation of tsunamis. Well known are numerous examples of

tsunamigenic earthquakes that have produced substantial slip such as Sanriku, 1933

(vertical displacement am ¼ 6:5 m), Sanriku, 1936 (vertical displacement

am ¼ 7:1 m), Tonankai, 1944 (vertical displacement am ¼ 10:0 m), and Kamchatka,

1952 (vertical displacement 10.7 m).

Varieties of empirical methods were proposed for tsunami energy estimation.

They were classified by KAJIURA (1981) as follows: Relative energy method which is

based on the qualitative definition of IMAMURA’s (1942) tsunami magnitude; energy

flux method assuming the isotropic character of radiation energy from a point source

(TAKAHASI, 1951); reverberation method; spectral inversion method assuming the
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axial symmetry of initial disturbance; potential energy method; numerical inversion

method on the basis of shallow water equations solution.

On the basis of a simple kinematic similarity model of the earthquake fault,

KAJIURA (1981) proposed an advanced expression for tsunami energy estimation.

According to his analysis, the relation between the tsunami energy Ets and

parameters Mw; d; k; h�ð Þ of the earthquake fault is

Ets ¼
1

2
qg a2=3=l2
� �

M4=3
0 F ðd; k; h; rÞ; ð25Þ

where q is the density of water; a is the constant of proportionality, which appears to

vary by a factor of 3 depending on the tectonic setting of the region in which the

earthquake takes place (a � 1:23 � 107 dyne.cm�2 for interplate earthquakes and

a � 3 � 107 dyne.cm�2 for the intraplate events);l is the rigidity of themedia;M0 is the

earthquake moment and F ðd; k; h; rÞ is a function of fault parameters, defined as

F ðd; k; h; rÞ ¼
Z

s0=s

z�ðd; k; h; rÞ2 dS�; ð26Þ

where the bottom displacement scaling in terms of the dimensions of a plane fault is

z� ¼ z=D, dS� ¼ dS=S, h ¼ H=L, r ¼ W =L. Allowing for the relationship

Mw ¼ logM0 � 16:1ð Þ=1:5; tsunami energy in relation to parameters of the earth-

quake fault is:

logEts ¼ 2Mw þ log F þ 5:5 (for interplate earthquakes): ð27Þ

5b. Energy of a Tsunami Wave Induced by a Submarine Slump

An empirical method has been proposed by MILOH and STRIEM (1978) for

estimating the energy of waves induced by a submarine slide. According to their

analysis wave energy is uniformly distributed over a finite width of the slide, and

during the sliding process the potential energy of the slide which is

Ep ¼ gLWh qs � qwð Þ D0 � Dsð Þ; ð28Þ

is partially (fraction is 0.01) converted into the surface wave energy and into the

kinetic energy of the mudflow and viscous energy dissipation. The wave generated by

a slide is characterized as a solitary wave. Equation (28) assumes that the slump is

cohesive and is applicable for the PNG event. According to marine surveys (TAPPIN

et al., 1999), a submarine slump that is likely caused the 1998 PNG tsunami was

composed of cohesive sediments and bedrock.

In the formula for the potential energy of the slide (Ep) the following

characteristics are used: L—is the length of the slide; W— is the width of the slide;

h— is the average thickness of the slide material; qs and qw are the densities of the sea

bottom material and sea water; Ds and D0 are the water depths at the ends of the slide

and slope, respectively.
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6. Results of Numerical Modeling

We simulate far-field tsunami and Rayleigh wave propagation, using a layered

Ocean-Earth model with the parameters given in Table 1. The choice of elastic

constants is quite similar to the model for teleseismic data analysis, applied by

KIKUCHI et al. (1999).

Assuming, initially, a seismic origin of the PNG tsunami, as mentioned above, we

carry out calculations for different source scenarios including the mechanism of the

largest aftershock. Source mechanism parameters are summarized in Table 2.

According to KIKUCHI et al. (1999) estimations, up-dip rupture propagation is

required only for shallow plane, and strong down-dip propagation on the steep one.

Therefore, in our calculations we assumed up-dip rupture propagation in case of

shallow-dipping source (second scenario), and rupture with down-dip direction for

the steep faults (first and third scenario). Following SYNOLAKIS et al. (2002), we have

assumed the rupture with velocity 2.99 km/s and azimuth /R ¼ 85� propagates from

initial hypocentral depth at 17.7 km, and slight up-dip propagation (in the case of the

second scenario) results in a final depth of 4.8 km.

Modeling the PNG tsunami MATSUYAMA et al. (1999) have proven that the two

earthquake solutions: The high angle reverse fault indicative of an inner plate

earthquake and the low angle fault indicative of a plate boundary earthquake are

equally capable of tsunami generation. The latter, however, produces a vertical

seabed displacement three times smaller than the former. Our simulations predict

similar behavior. Figure 2 displays the tsunami and Rayleigh wave excitation

functions for different geometries of the extended seismic source (the forth multiplier

of (16)). It is evident that the amplitude of the tsunami excitation maximum in the

case of a high dip angle faults (curves 1, 3) is more than one order of magnitude

Table 1

Parameters of the model

Liquid layer cf = 1.45 km/s; q1 = 1.0 g/cm3; H = 4.0 km

Hard sedimentary layer Vp = 6.5 km/s; Vs = 3.74 km/s; q2= 2.87 g/cm3; h2 = 18.0 km

Elastic half-space Vp = 7.8 km/s; Vs = 4.4 km/s; q3 = 3.3 g/cm3.

Table 2

Source parameters used in modeling

First scenario—high-angle main shock (1)

Fault strike (deg.) Dip (deg.) Rake (deg.) and references

301 86 91 (KIKUCHI et al., 1999)

Second scenario—low-angle main shock (2)

146 19 127 (DZIEWONSKI et al., 1999)

Third scenario—high-angle aftershock (3)

111 75 )105 (KIKUCHI et al., 1999)
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Figure 2

Tsunami and Rayleigh wave’s normalized excitation functions for different source mechanisms.
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larger than that for a low dip fault (curve 2). Conversely, in the case of a Rayleigh

wave the dip angle has the opposite effect. For a large dip angle (curves 1, 3) the

amplitude of the excitation maximum is almost one order of magnitude smaller than

for a low dip angle fault (curve 2).

Tsunami and Rayleigh synthetics for the above source scenarios at the distance of

3,588 km (propagation distance between PNG origin and Taiwan receiver) are given

in Figures 3, and 4. The tsunami synthetics (Fig. 3) for the high angle dip-slip fault

(curve 1) show wave amplitude twice as large as that for other source scenarios. In

spite of the fact that the seismic moment of the aftershock event

(M0 ¼ 6:5 � 1025 dyn-cm) is one order of magnitude smaller than that for the main

event (M0 ¼ 4:3 � 1026 dyn-cm), the amplitude of the tsunami wave (curve 3) is

comparable to that for the low angle reverse fault (curve 2). This is mainly due to the

high dip angle (d ¼ 75�) of this event.

Figure 3

Comparison of theoretical marigrams of the tsunami wave at the 3588 km from distributed seismic sources

with different geometries, located in hard sediments.
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The comparison of Rayleigh wave forms (RL) for the high-angle dip-slip fault

(curve 1, Fig. 4) and for the low angle reverse fault (curve 2, Fig. 4) shows that wave

amplitude for the second source scenario is almost two times higher then for the first

Figure 4

Comparison of observed (upper trace) and computed (low traces) seismograms of the Rayleigh wave at the

3588 km from distributed seismic sources with different geometries located in hard sediments. Curve 3 has

been drawn 2 times its actual size.
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one. This behavior could be expected for the low dip angle events (YAMASHITA and

SATO, 1976). For the aftershock event the amplitude of the Rayleigh wave (curve 3)

decreases considerably because the seismic moment of this event

(M0 ¼ 6:5 � 1025 dyn-cm.) is one order of magnitude smaller than that of the main

shock (M0 ¼ 4:3 � 1026 dyn-cm), and also the high dip angle (d ¼ 75�) makes an

additional contribution to the dramatic decrease in the amplitude of the Rayleigh

wave.

Comparing the observed Rayleigh form� with synthetics (curves 1, 2, 3), we

conclude that both steep scenarios (main shock and aftershock) could be an

explanation for the real record. It is reasonable since fault geometries of both steep

shocks are quite similar except for a slight difference in the fault dip. However, the

aftershock event was not energetic enough to excite tsunami wave. It will be clarified

in the section below.

Figure 5

The location of the BATS station (triangle) used in this study. The map also shows the tsunami and

Rayleigh waves computational area. A star represents the epicenter of the 1998 Papua New Guinea

earthquake.

�Rayleigh waves were recorded at the station of Pacific site of Taiwan (Fig. 5), which belongs to the

BATS instrumentation. All stations from this class are equipped with state-of-the-art very-broadband

(Streckeisen STS-1 or STS-2) sensors and 24-bits digital recorders (Quanterra Q-680 Q-4120) (KAO et al.,

1998).
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Energy Estimation Results

We first estimate energy Ets (using expression (24)) for the case of a tsunami

generated by a seismic source. For the low angle reverse fault scenario (second) the

calculated tsunami energy was about 1.54 � 1020 erg. In the case of the high angle

dip-slip fault (first scenario) the estimated energy was 9.9 � 1020 erg. These

estimations are in good agreement with those obtained for tsunamigenic

earthquakes of similar magnitude (M = 7.0): 1935 Sanriku (Ets ¼ 0:4 � 1021

erg), 1938 Ibaraki (Ets ¼ 0:6 � 1021 erg), 1938 Fukushima (Ets ¼ 0:6 � 1021 erg),

1938 Fukushima (Ets ¼ 0:47 � 1021 erg) (IIDA, 1963). However, the energy of

tsunami wave (Ets � 1017 erg), excited by an aftershock event, is three orders of

magnitude less than that produced by the earthquake with the geometry of the first

scenario.

Then, on the basis of Rayleigh surface wave analysis, and using an analogous

method (expression (24)), we calculate the dynamic energy released during the PNG

earthquake. The estimated energy of the source with the first mechanism is 11.3

�1021 erg, while that with the second mechanism is 2.56 �1022 erg. Knowing these

theoretically calculated energy values, we are able to estimate the Ez=Ets ratio. For

the first source scenario Ez=Ets is 11.4 and in the case of the low angle fault Ez=Ets is

170. Figure 6 (taken from IIDA, 1963) demonstrates the relationship between the

ratio of seismic wave energy (Ez) to tsunami energy (Ets) and the earthquake

magnitude. Recognizing that the PNG earthquake magnitude is 7 we have plotted

the data in this figure (marked by symbol x). Our energy estimates are clearly in good

agreement with the results of IIDA (1963).

Taking into account the values of parameters a for interplate and intraplate

events and calculating function F ðd; k; h; rÞ according to (26), we estimate, using

empirical relationship (27), the tsunami energy. It gives the order �1020 erg which is

in good agreement with the theoretical estimation using formula (24).

On the basis of the results obtained from teleseismic analysis, KIKUCHI et al.

(1999) have precluded the possibility of a slow earthquake in the case of the PNG

event, however they have not excluded the possibility of an aseismic submarine

landslide being the origin of a local massive tsunami. The intensity of a tsunami

caused by this mechanism depends primarily on the relative scale of the

phenomena, i.e., on the volume and density of the landslide, its depth of

deposition, the slope angle of the sliding surface and the speed of the landslide

movement. If assuming the tsunami source as a submarine slump with the

parameters given in Table 3, we carry out an estimation of tsunami energy using

the formulae introduced in Section 5b (expression (28)). According to our

calculations, the value of tsunami energy is 0:38� 1022 erg. We presented the

lowest limit of the estimation of the seismic sea-wave energy for the case when only

a small portion (=0.01) of the slide energy transfers to tsunami energy. JIANG and

LEBLOND (1992) have pointed out that the energy transfer ration can vary (from
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0.01 to 0.15) with time and mud properties. However, in spite of this, theoretically

estimated energy is still slightly lower for a tsunami with the characteristic height of

15 m. There are well-known historical events of destructive tsunamis with

amplitudes from 6 to 24 m and large energy: 1933 Sanriku (H = 24 m and

Ets ¼ 16� 1022 erg), 1944 Tonankai (H = 10 m and Ets ¼ 16� 1022 erg), 1946

Nankaido-oki (H = 6 m and Ets ¼ 16� 1022 erg), 1952 Tokachi (H = 5 m and

Ets ¼ 4� 1022 erg), 1952 Kamchatka (H = 18 m and Ets ¼ 16� 1022 erg), etc.

(IIADA et al., 1967).

Table 3

Parameters for slide volume

Width of the slide (km) 3

Length of the slide (km) 5

Maximum thickness (m) 450

Slope (deg) 15

Figure 6

Relationship between the ratio of seismic wave energy to tsunami energy (Ez / Ets) and the earthquake

magnitude (M) (after IIDA, 1963); 	— Ez / Ets obtained by using tsunami period (Table 3 in IIDA, 1963);+

— Ez / Ets obtained by using magnitudes of tsunamis and earthquakes (Table 2 in IIDA, 1963); · — Ez / Ets

theoretically obtained values using the formula (24); - - - - - - (dashed lines) are ranges of Ez / Ets againstM

(IIDA, 1963).
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7. Conclusions

In this paper we have performed analytical modeling to study the excitation and

far-field propagation of tsunami and Rayleigh waves from the 1998 PNG

earthquake. Our numerical calculations for different source scenarios clearly show

that far-field tsunami and Rayleigh waves are best explained by a high angle dip-slip

source and agree with observations recorded in Taiwan and Japan (TANIOKA, 1999).

Assuming a seismic origin of the PNG tsunami, we calculate the tsunami energy.

Theoretical estimates are in good agreement with those obtained empirically and

yield the same order of �1021 erg for the energy value calculated by both methods.

They are also in good agreement with historically known examples of tsunamigenic

earthquakes of magnitude 7.

The calculation of the energy of slump generated tsunami yields the lowest limit

of energy of the order of �1022 erg, which is one order of magnitude higher than in

the case of fault-generated seismic sea waves but still low for a 15-m tsunami.

The results of our analytical modeling lead us to conclude that the far-field

tsunami and Rayleigh waves are well explained by their seismic origin. Simply put, in

the near-field zone the effects of both submarine slump and local bathymetry near the

Sissano Lagoon must be included to obtain a good agreement between theory and

observation.
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